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Many modern interactions happen in a digital space, where au-
tomated recommendations and homophily can shape the com-
position of groups interacting together and the knowledge that
groups are able to tap into when operating online. Digital inter-
actions are also characterized by different scales, from small in-
terest groups to large online communities. Here, we manipulate
the composition of online groups based on a large multi-trait
profiling space to explore the causal link between group com-
position and performance as a function of group size. We asked
volunteers to search information online under time pressure and
measured individual and group performance in forecasting real
geo-political events. Our manipulation affected the correlation
of forecasts made by people after online searches. Group com-
position interacts with group size so that diversity benefits indi-
vidual and group performance proportionally to group size. Ag-
gregating opinions of modular crowds composed of small inde-
pendent groups achieved better results than using non-modular
ones. Finally, we show differences existing among groups in
terms of disagreement, speed to convergence to consensus fore-
casts and within-group variability in performance. The present
work sheds light on the mechanisms underlying effective collab-
oration in digital environments.
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Introduction1

Understanding how people collect information about world2

events, and discuss this knowledge with others online to form3

shared opinions is a crucial and timely research question. In4

the past decade, there have been widespread concerns that5

search engines and news filtering algorithms may contribute6

to the formation of clusters of individuals with highly cor-7

related information and poorly diversified news sources (1–8

3). Little is known about the exact mechanisms underly-9

ing personalization but content is often provided by cluster-10

ing users on highly dimensional feature spaces, along shared11

variables (demographics, geo-location, social network, tastes12

and past behavior) (4–8). Furthermore, people sharing traits13

are more likely to cluster together in online communities, a14

phenomenon known as homophily (9, 10). One question is15

whether recommendation algorithms and homophily can im-16

pact the ability of online groups to collectively search and use17

online information to form accurate predictions, especially18

under high time pressure and uncertainty—namely when the19

opportunities for rational debates are scarce (11, 12).20

In this paper, we manipulate the composition of online groups21

and their size/modularity (see Supplementary information22

§1-2). Both factors are expected to affect the amount and in-23

dependence of information that a group can tap into. We mea-24

sure individual and group performance as Brier errors in fore-25

casting real geo-political events (Table 1), a task with high26

ecological validity that challenges experts and professional27

intelligence analysts. These problems are characterized by28

high degrees of uncertainty, correlated information between29

judges, dependence on multiple indicators (e.g., economics,30

politics, social unrest, etc.), and, importantly, time criticality31

(i.e., there are huge costs associated with making the correct32

prediction too late).33

Diversity is a highly heterogeneous construct touching sev-34

eral disciplines (13–16). From an informational stand point,35

psychologists have recognized the importance of group di-36

versity for information independence, group performance,37

resilience to group biases, complex thinking, creativity and38

exploration of large solution spaces (17–27). The approach39

used in psychology is aimed at studying single dimensions40

of diversity (e.g., skill, age, race (22, 27, 28)). Contrary to41

this, we are here interested in the effects that sorting peo-42

ple based on a large multi-feature space (Figure 1a) can have43

on the information diversity that a group can forage online44

(see Supplementary Information for a full list of features con-45

sidered here). We note that demographics, cognitive and46

personality traits can be easily inferred from digital traces,47

and used to customize searches and recommend content (29–48

32). Although some of these features (like demographics)49

are known to psychologists not to affect information diver-50

sity per se (33, 34), they may do so in an online environ-51

ment that maps inter-individual differences into information52

access. The more distant two people are on an arbitrarily53

large profiling space, the less likely they might be to belong54

to the same online information bubble. Given the difficulty55

of disentangling the causal contributions of group composi-56

tion on performance, we here employ an experimental design,57

where half of the sample (core segment) is randomly assigned58

to interact with the rest 25% most similar (inner segment) or59

25% most dissimilar (outer segment) individuals in the sam-60

ple (20, 22, 23, 27) (Figure 1b-c). We used mean Euclidean61

distance on profiling space as a measure of similarity, but no-62

tice that this measure was strongly correlated with standard63
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Fig. 1. Experimental design. (a) One dimensional representation of the partitioning of the Θ space by the DBSCAN algorithm. In reality, Θ ∈ RD , where D is the number
of dimensions considered (D = 29) (b) 2x2 design with factors: diversity (low vs. high) x modularity (low vs. high). Low vs. high diversity manipulation was achieved by
matching the core participants to either the inner segment participants (low diversity condition) or the outer segment (high diversity condition). (c) Experimental procedure. At
pre-test time (upper row), participants are administered a battery of surveys that are used to cluster them into a core, inner and outer segments (DBSCAN). Core participants
are then randomized to a diversity and modularity condition. At test time, they answer eight forecasting problems first alone (Stage 1-2) and then within their groups (Stage
3).

deviance, another popular measure of diversity with multi-64

dimensional input (r : .92,p < .001) (Figure S13).65

Orthogonally to diversity, we randomized the size and mod-66

ularity of the online collective. As the scale of online col-67

laboration widely varies (from small interest groups to large68

online communities) we want to characterize the effects of69

group composition as a function of size. Manipulating group70

size or the number of groups interrogated can have positive71

effects on group performance, by removing paths through72

which errors can spread (35–40). Smaller groups are more73

likely to maximize accuracy in environments characterized74

by inter-judgment correlations thanks to their inherent noise75

and greater exploratory behavior (39, 41–45). Furthermore,76

aggregating information from multiple smaller interacting77

groups performs better than traditional wisdom-of-crowd be-78

cause it insulates the aggregate from correlated errors (35). In79

other words, rather than interrogating one single large crowd80

(M = 1), greater accuracy is obtained by dividing the large81

crowd into smaller but independent (i.e., non communicat-82

ing) groups (M > 1). We call this feature modularity. Modu-83

larity maintains information diversity (across groups) in spite84

of herding (within groups). However, the study by Navajas et85
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Individual Forecasting Problems (IFPs) Truth revealed Ground truth

1. Before 1 August 2018, will the Moroccan government and the 2018-08-03 0
Polisario Front meet for official negotiations over Western Sahara?
2. Before 8 September 2018, will Poland, Estonia, Latvia, or Lithuania accuse 2018-09-10 0
Russia of intervening militarily in its territory without permission?
3. Before 8 September 2018, will Saudi Arabia announce that it is ending the 2018-09-10 0
blockade of Yemen’s Hudaydah port?
4. Will Fidesz and KDNP win 133 or more seats in Hungary’s upcoming 2018-04-11 1
parliamentary election?
5. Will a Loya Jirga convene in Afghanistan before 8 September 2018? 2018-09-10 0
6. Will any NATO member invoke Article 4 or Article 5 2018-09-10 0
before 8 September 2018?
7. Will the Council of the European Union make an Article 7.1 2018-09-10 0
determination against a member state before 8 September 2018?
8. Will Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan experience a 2018-09-04 0
significant leadership disruption by 31 August 2018?

Table 1. Individual forecasting problems. All IFPs were formulated within the IARPA HFC tournament, and thus represent independent decision-problems. Ground truths
were revealed by the IARPA HFC tournament (hence also independently from experimenters’ biases) and on the dates specified above (YYYY-MM-DD format). Ground truths
are represented on the right column: 0 = the event did not occur; 1 = the event did occur. Question order was randomized for each group. Distribution of forecasts across
questions and signal detection theoretical analysis of response bias is provided to show that the results cannot be explained by a general tendency for low probabilities (Figure
S8-9).

al. (35) was performed on estimation tasks, where crowds are86

known to perform well (46). Whether the same results gen-87

eralize to more complex real-world problems is unknown.88

After sorting people into groups of different sizes and com-89

position, participants were asked to give for each forecasting90

problem an initial guess (initial forecast). Then they were91

asked to revise it after privately browsing online (revised92

forecast), and after debating with others online (private final93

forecast and group consensus forecast). A pre-registration of94

our hypotheses is available via OSF. At the individual level,95

we expected alignment of opinions and improved accuracy96

due to online browsing and social influence. At the aggre-97

gate level, we expected group diversity and modularity to98

positively affect aggregate performance. No predictions were99

made regarding the direction of their interaction. Exact anal-100

yses were not pre-registered. Aggregation followed the same101

procedure described in (35). Small groups (∼5 people) were102

approximately the square root of large groups (∼25 people),103

cf. (36).104

The closer (more similar) individuals were on the profiling105

space the more correlated their forecasts became after on-106

line searches. Group diversity benefited individual and ag-107

gregated performance and interacted with group size so that108

large groups benefited from it more than smaller ones. Anal-109

ysis of forecasts distributions and exploratory linguistic anal-110

ysis of chat data showed slower consensus building, greater111

disagreement, and greater variance in group members’ per-112

formance impacting large diverse groups less negatively than113

small ones. We also find that forcing individuals to reach a114

consensus as opposed to simply being exposed to social infor-115

mation benefits their ability to forecast future events. These116

findings inform how social interaction online can affect real-117

life problem solving in complex information environments.118

We discuss these results in light of the recent literature on119

collective behavior in ecology and social science.120

Results121

Multi-dimensional profiling Exploratory analyses were ran122

to characterize our multi-trait diversity measure. Trait di-123

versity correlated with information diversity only after (but124

not prior) online browsing. After browsing, larger Euclidean125

distance along the profiling space Θ between pairs of indi-126

viduals was inversely related to the correlation coefficient127

of the forecasts made by the same two individuals (initial :128

r = 0.12,p = 0.38;Revised : r = −0.39,p = 0.006;Final :129

−0.056,p < 0.001). This indicates greater alignment of be-130

liefs proportionally to individual similarity as a function of131

online browsing.132

A principal component analysis was ran to characterize post-133

hoc the multi-trait distribution of our sample. Trait varia-134

tion in our population was highly structured, about five com-135

ponents explained about 90% of the variance (Figure S13),136

suggesting most trait dimensions were redundant or showed137

little variation. Principal components correlated with ethnic-138

cultural and socio-political variability in our sample (Figure139

S14-16). The structure of participants segmentation was al-140

ready visible on a low-dimensional principal component pro-141

jection. This result confirmed that core participants were142

more similar (along the principal components) to participants143

belonging to the inner segment than to participants belonging144

to the outer segment (Figure S17). A parallel analysis (Figure145

S18) suggested to retain eight principal components, reported146

in Supplementary information. No principal component was147

trivially related with opinion diversity or performance (Fig-148

ures S22-23).149

Individual-level performance For each forecast, a Brier150

error score (range 0-2) was computed according to Equa-151

tion 1. Distributions of individual and aggregated errors152

are reported in Supplementary material (Figure S2). Errors153

were larger (worse performance) for initial (β = 0.62,SE =154
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0.09, t = 6.88,p < 5.81e− 12), revised (β = 0.69,SE =155

0.08, t = 7.77,p < 7.73e− 15) and final (β = 0.23,SE =156

0.09, t = 2.39,p = 0.01) forecasts compared to consensus157

forecasts (Figure 2a), indicating an overall forecast improve-158

ment over repeated judgments (Table 2A-S3). Against our159

pre-registered hypotheses, initial forecasts were numerically160

but non-significantly better than revised forecasts. Both ini-161

tial and revised forecasts however were worse than follow-162

ing forecasts (βs < −0.38,SEs < 0.09, ts < −5.12,ps <163

2.94e− 07), confirming our pre-registered hypothesis of an164

accuracy improvement due to social interaction (47). Final165

and consensus forecasts contained the same socially acquired166

information and were made in random order. Surprisingly,167

errors were smaller for the consensus than the final forecast.168

This difference suggests that forcing consensus (rather than169

simple social exposure) can improve individual forecasting170

accuracy.171

We conducted an exploratory analysis on the effects that di-172

versity (reference: Low) and group size (reference: Large)173

assignment had on individual forecasting accuracy (Table174

2B-S4). Initial and revised forecasts were not affected by175

our manipulation and were thus excluded from this analysis.176

Notice that at the individual level, we can only test whether177

interacting in small or larger groups has an effect on forecast-178

ing error, given that modularity is a group-level feature (see179

Supplementary information §2). A model with an interaction180

term was superior to one without, notwithstanding the added181

complexity (df = 8,χ2 = 7.63,χ2df = 1,p= 0.005). Work-182

ing in diverse groups marginally predicted better individual183

performance (β = −0.37,SE = 0.20, t = −1.83,p = 0.06).184

Participants in homogeneous small groups performed non185

significantly worse their counterparts in homogeneous larger186

groups (β = −0.20,SE = 0.20, t = −0.99,p = 0.31). The187

beneficial effect of diversity on individual performance was188

positively affected by group size, suggesting that individual189

interaction with diverse peers was more beneficial in large190

than small groups (β = 0.82,SE = 0.29, t= 2.85,p= 0.004)191

(Figure 2b). The same interaction was found when using192

average multi-trait distance rather than categorical group as-193

signment as a measure of diversity, (Table S5, Figure S3).194

Group-level performance In forecasting like in democratic195

decisions, aggregated individual judgments are more infor-196

mative than individual ones. At the aggregate level, we197

can now ask whether modularity and hierarchical aggrega-198

tion can improve forecasting accuracy (35, 36). For each199

group, we computed an aggregate forecast by taking the200

median forecast in the group for each forecast type. By201

definition, we have only one group per diversity treatment202

in the non-modular condition (M = 1), but multiple sub-203

groups in the modular condition (M > 1). Thus, aggregat-204

ing judgments in the high modularity condition proceeded205

by aggregating forecasts in each group first, and then ag-206

gregating aggregates(35). An exploratory analysis, showed207

that consensus forecasting errors were lower than both ini-208

tial (β = 0.68,SE = 0.22, t = 2.97,p = 0.002) and revised209

(β = 0.59,SE = 0.23, t = 2.60,p = .009) errors, suggesting210

a benefit of social interaction (Table 2C-S8). The advantage211

of consensus over final forecasts disappeared at the aggre-212

gate level (β = −0.12,SE = 0.29, t = −0.43,p = .66) (Fig-213

ure 3a).214

Our main hypotheses consisted in analyzing the effect of215

group assignment on aggregated forecasting errors during the216

social exchange. A model with fixed effects for diversity,217

modularity and an interaction between the two provided bet-218

ter fit than one without interaction (df = 7,χ2 = 6.10,χ2df =219

1,p = 0.01). As predicted, aggregate forecasts from diverse220

groups were better than aggregate forecasts from homoge-221

neous groups (β = −0.56,SE = 0.23, t = −2.39,p = 0.01)222

(baseline: large, Table 2D-S9). Also as predicted, aggregated223

forecasts obtained from smaller/modular groups were bet-224

ter than from larger/non-modular groups (β = −0.82,SE =225

0.26, t = −3.10,p = 0.001) (baseline: homogeneous). Fi-226

nally, we found an interaction between diversity and modu-227

larity whose direction we did not predict (β = 0.93,SE =228

0.38, t = 2.43,p = 0.01), indicating that the beneficial effect229

of diversity on aggregate forecasting accuracy was signifi-230

cantly greater in large groups over smaller groups (Figure231

3b).232

Disagreement, consensus reaching and performance vari-233

ability. To understand why diversity interacted with group234

size, we performed three main exploratory analyses. First,235

we analyzed the distribution of forecasts produced by each236

group in different questions (Figure S2). In particular, we237

were interested in the disagreement between participants’ es-238

timates (diversity of opinions in (50)), namely the disper-239

sion (standard deviation) of the forecast distribution within240

a group. A greater standard deviation suggests more conflict-241

ing views and thus more conflicting evidence for the group to242

resolve when trying to reach a consensus under time pressure.243

Compared to initial forecasts, disagreement was lower in fi-244

nal forecasts (β = −4.41,SE = 1.18, t = −3.72,p < .001)245

and higher in revised forecasts (β = 5.06,SE = 1.18, t =246

4.27,p < .001), suggesting (surprisingly) an increase in the247

spread of opinions after online information search and (un-248

surprisingly) opinion alignment after social interaction (Ta-249

ble S14). We found no main effects of diversity (β =250

−0.48,SE = 2.36, t = −0.20,p > .8) or group size (β =251

−3.51,SE = 1.80, t = −1.94,p > .05). However, diversity252

interacted with group size suggesting that it had a smaller ef-253

fect on disagreement in large groups compared to small ones254

(β= 7.11,SE= 2.60, t= 2.73,p= .006). Residual disagree-255

ment remained even after people had the chance to come to a256

consensus, as observed in final forecasts (Figure 4a).257

Our second analysis, suggests that online information forag-258

ing affected within-group variability in performance. Larger259

variability indicates that a group contains members who are260

very accurate (on average across the eight IFPs) and mem-261

bers who are quite poor. Performance variability is typically262

associated with reduced collective intelligence ((51, 52)).263

In the initial stage people’s accuracy was similar to each264

other (around 0.1-0.2 standard deviations of Brier scores),265

but variability increased in small diverse groups after on-266

line information foraging. This effect was not as nearly as267

pronounced for small homogeneous groups and large groups268
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(A) Individual forecasting error as a function of forecast type
Effect Estimate Fitted Brier score SE t p

Intercept -2.14224 0.1173915 0.24230 -8.841 < 2e-16
Initial 0.62237 0.2187395 0.09040 6.884 5.81e-12
Revised 0.69532 0.2352946 0.08947 7.772 7.73e-15
Final 0.23849 0.1490093 0.09979 2.390 0.0169

(B) Individual forecasting error as a function of Diversity and Group size
Effect Estimate Fitted Brier score SE t p

Intercept -1.96631 0.139972 0.30877 -6.368 1.91e-10
Final 0.20997 0.1726759 0.07814 2.687 0.00720
Diverse -0.37285 0.1189339 0.20278 -1.839 0.06595
Small -0.20011 0.1413602 0.20094 -0.996 0.31932
Diverse:Small 0.82956 0.2231896 0.29025 2.858 0.00426

(C) Aggregated forecasting error as a function of forecast type
Effect Estimate Fitted Brier score SE t p

Intercept -1.8387 0.1590198 0.2508 -7.331 2.29e-13
Initial 0.6815 0.3143683 0.2293 2.972 0.00296
Revised 0.5999 0.2897372 0.2301 2.607 0.00913
Final -0.1281 0.1398955 0.2964 -0.432 0.66557

(D) Aggregated forecasting error as a function of Diversity and Modularity
Effect Estimate Fitted Brier score SE t p

Intercept -1.76627 0.1709691 0.33428 -5.284 1.27e-07
Final -0.06877 0.15960632 0.15360 -0.448 0.65434
Diverse -0.56382 0.09082084 0.23514 -2.398 0.01649
Modular -0.82268 0.07010727 0.26515 -3.103 0.00192
Diverse:Modular 0.93267 0.10137943 0.38254 2.438 0.01477

Table 2. Generalized mixed-effects models on individual and aggregated errors. Table of analysis on forecasting errors (in Brier scores) for individual (A-B) and
aggregated measures (C-D) and as a function of forecast type (A-C) and condition (B-D). Baselines for each factor: consensus, homogeneous, large/non-modular. The effect
of final forecasts on individual errors (A) and the effects of diversity and the interaction between diversity and modularity (D) did not survive a Bonferroni correction. Boldface:
p<.05; Italics: p<.10. Tables B-C represent exploratory analyses. Hypotheses in tables A and D were preregistered. All analyses were also repeated with binarized accuracy
(Tables S10-13) and logit link function (Table S16). For convenience, all tests refer to two-sided hypotheses and were calculated with the lmerTest package in R (48)

Fig. 2. Individual-level analysis. (a) Partial residuals plot showing the effect of forecasting type on individual forecasting error (measured in Brier scores). Lower numbers
represent higher accuracy. Solid lines represent model fit. (b) Partial residuals plot showing the effect of diversity and group size on individual forecasting error (expressed in
Brier scores). Solid lines represent model fit. Notice that, for visualization purposes, the graphs has been plotted onto the original error scale rather than log scale as in the
fitted GLMM. Thus, large residuals should not cause concern (49). See Figure S10 when using a logit link. Source data are provided as a Source Data file.
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Fig. 3. Group-level analysis. Individual forecasts were aggregated for each forecast type, first within each group and then across groups in each treatment. (a) Partial
residuals plot showing the effect of forecasting type on aggregated forecasting error (measured in Brier scores). Lower numbers represent higher accuracy. Solid lines
represent model fit. (b) Partial residuals plot showing the effect of diversity and modularity on aggregated forecasting error. Solid lines represent model fit. Notice that the
graphs have been plotted onto the original error scale. See Figure S11 when using a logit link. Source data are provided as a Source Data file.

(Figure 4b), suggesting that browsing selectively negatively269

impacted small diverse groups.270

A third factor we investigated was whether our manipulation271

affected the process of consensus reaching through online de-272

liberation (see Supplementary Information §5-6). We man-273

ually labelled forecast estimates mentioned by participants274

during the deliberation phase and fitted a model represent-275

ing convergence of these estimates to the consensus forecast.276

Group diversity decreased consensus reaching times (β =277

−0.31,SE = 0.12, t= −2.55,p= .01, baseline: large). Also278

small groups showed quicker consensus reaching than large279

ones (β = −0.46,SE = 0.10, t = −4.68,p < .001, baseline:280

homogeneous) (Table S15). A positive interaction between281

the two factors indicated that speed in consensus reaching282

observed in diverse groups decreased as a function of smaller283

group size (β = 0.69,SE = 0.17, t = 4.004,p < .001) (Fig-284

ure S6-7).285

Methods286

Procedure The study was approved by MIT Institutional287

Review Board. Participants (N=193) gave informed consent288

before joining the study. Three days before test (pre-test),289

participants answered a battery of demographic, cognitive290

and personality questions that was used to map them on a291

multi-dimensional space Θ. We used an unsupervised clus-292

tering algorithm (DBSCAN) to label participants as belong-293

ing to the center mass of the distribution (core segment) or294

its tail (inner and outer segments, Figure 1a). This structure295

was already visible on a low-dimensional projection of par-296

ticipants on the first two principal components of the data297

(Figure S17).298

We manipulated group diversity (low vs. high) and crowd299

modularity (low vs. high) (Figure 1b). Core participants300

(∼ 50% of our initial sample) were randomly assigned (a)301

to work with either close (inner segment, ∼ 25% of our sam-302

ple) or distant (outer segment, ∼ 25% of our sample) par-303

ticipants on the feature space, and (b) to work in small (∼5304

people) or large (∼25 people) groups (Figure 1c). During the305

experiment (test phase), participants answered 8 individual306

forecasting problems (IFPs), randomly selected from a larger307

pool of binary real geopolitical forecasting problems released308

within IARPA’s Hybrid Forecasting Competition and unre-309

solved (i.e., whose solution was unknown) at the time of310

the experiment. The exact problems selected were not pre-311

registered. For each IFP, participants went through three312

timed consecutive stages. During stage one, participants an-313

swered a binary forecasting problem (Table 1) and had to en-314

ter an Initial private forecast off the top of their heads (ini-315

tial). During stage two, they had to search relevant informa-316

tion online, using their browser, and enter a revised private317

forecast (revised). Finally, during the third and last stage,318

participants discussed in real time their views using an inbuilt319

chat (Figure 1c). During this stage, participants had to agree320

on a joint forecast (consensus) as well as giving their final321

private forecast (final). Notice that although consensus fore-322

casts in a group had to be the same final forecasts could dif-323

fer, thus allowing us to capture residual disagreement exist-324

ing between group members after interaction had taken place.325

Participants were rewarded both for their time and - about six326

months later (post-test) when the ground truths were revealed327

- for accurate predictions. Performance was evaluated using328

Brier scores, a quadratic error score used in forecasting for329

its proper scoring properties, i.e., a scoring rule incentivizing330

honest responding. For a binary question, a Brier score is331

computed as:332

b= (o−p)2 + (ō− p̄)2 (1)

where p represents the predicted event probability (range333

[0,1]) and o is the indicator variable for the observed event334

(0: the event happened; 1: the event did not happen). p̄ and335

ō represent complementary probabilities. A Brier score of 0336

represent a fully predicted event (i.e., no uncertainty), while a337
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Fig. 4. Disagreement and variability in performance. (a) Distributions of opinion disagreement as a function of forecasting stage, group trait diversity and group size.
Opinion disagreement is calculated as the standard deviation over group members’ forecasts. (b) Performance variability as a function of forecasting stage, group trait diversity
and group size. Performance variability is the standard deviation over average individual performance in a group. Larger values indicate that a group contains members who
are very good and members who are quite poor (on average across the eight IFPs). Notice that a single value of performance variability exists for large groups, but not for
small groups (m=6 and m=4 for small low and high diversity groups respectively). Notice also that for both panels consensus forecasts were removed because, by definition,
they did not produce meaningful variation in these measures. Box areas correspond to distribution ideal tail areas of .50, .25, .125, .0625 (53). Source data are provided as
a Source Data file.

Brier score of 2 represents a gross forecasting error (the fore-338

caster predicted with absolute confidence the event would oc-339

cur and it did not, or viceversa). Notice that Brier scores mea-340

sure second-order accuracy, meaning that they punish over-341

(and under-)confidence rather than number of incorrect bi-342

nary judgments. An improvement in Brier score represents343

a more precise probabilistic forecast, which might not neces-344

sarily reflect how often a participant is right (first order accu-345

racy). For these reasons, Brier scores represent the standard346

in forecasting. (47, 54, 55).347

Analyses Errors were fitted with multi-level generalized348

linear mixed-effects models (GLMM) with Gaussian log link349

function. The results are robust across alternative link func-350

tions, like probit and logit (Table S16). All analyses, unless351

specified, were limited only to participants who fell in the352

core segment (i.e., test participants), as these were the only353

ones to whom the randomization procedure applied. This al-354

lows us to draw causal inferences on the effect of our manipu-355

lation, as all core participants were equal in expectation. Our356

main analyses corresponding to our preregistered hypotheses357

are reported in Table 2a and d. They included at the individ-358

ual level the effect of forecast type, and the aggregate level359

the effect of group diversity and size assignment. To provide360

a full picture, we complement the main analyses with the ef-361

fect of the manipulation on individual errors (Table 2b) and362

the effect of forecast type on aggregate errors (Table 2c).363

Also according to our preregistered hypotheses, we analyzed364

within-group disagreement at each stage of the experiment365

(Table S14). Disagreement was defined as the standard devi-366

ation of the forecast within a group, broken down by forecast367

type and condition. We also run a set of exploratory analyses368

on chat data, aimed at understanding how individuals inte-369

grated private information to reach a consensus within their370

group (see Supplementary material §5-6).371

Statistics and Reproducibility The experiment was re-372

peated only once. A pilot experiment had been previously373

discarded (data never analysed) due to a bug in the web ap-374

plication.375
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Discussion376

In this study, we experimentally manipulated the diversity377

and the modularity of online collectives collaboratively per-378

forming a real-life complex forecasting task. We found that379

sorting groups based on a composite measure of diversity—380

including demographic, relational and cognitive indicators—381

affected the correlation of beliefs of people only after people382

were asked to gather information online and interact with oth-383

ers to forecast the future. Both social interaction and the need384

to reach an internal consensus via deliberation improved peo-385

ple’s forecasting accuracy. Collaborating in diverse groups386

was beneficial for people’s individual ability to forecast the387

future, proportionally to group size (Figure 2). When ag-388

gregating judgments together using a simple median, this389

translated into an advantage of diverse groups and modular390

groups, and an interaction between diversity and group size391

(Figure 3). We explored the mechanisms underlying this in-392

teraction with a range of exploratory analyses (Figure 4).393

The widespread use of automated content recommendation394

paired with people’s tendency to interact with others who395

share similar characteristics is thought to create insulated on-396

line information bubbles. There is growing concern that this397

tendency might have negative long term consequences on po-398

litical and democratic institutions, as citizens form partial or399

inaccurate representations of the world. Although we can-400

not answer these important questions with our study, we tried401

to characterize the effect that interacting with peers who dif-402

fer along an arbitrary large profiling space has on the fore-403

casting accuracy achieved by in-expectation-identical people404

(core segment participants) as a function of group size. We405

provided preliminary evidence that the ability of an online406

collective to solve complex geo-political forecasting tasks,407

under conditions of uncertainty and time pressure, may be408

coupled with their digital ecosystem. People’s shared traits409

did not predict a priori how correlated their beliefs about410

world events were. Instead belief coupling happened only411

after they interacted with their unique information silos via412

their web browsers. Forecasts became correlated only after413

online browsing, and proportionally to people’s similarity on414

our multi-trait profiling space. In other words, our opera-415

tionalization of trait-similarity had measurable effects on the416

online information a group could tap into. This is in contrast417

with offline settings, where trait diversity does not directly418

impact information diversity (20, 22, 23, 26, 33, 34). The419

use of an experimental methodology bypasses the limitations420

of observational approaches, strengthening causal inference421

(22, 23, 27, 56). Trait similarity in our experiment largely422

captured participants’ variability along interpretable ethnic-423

cultural and socio-political variables (Figures S13-18). Ar-424

guably, these features affect political judgments and the type425

of content that a person is likely to retrieve online. Although426

these findings suggest possible causal pathways between trait427

similarity and the effects described, they also raise worries428

that these dimensions may be used by search engines to skew429

information retrieval during online searches. This effect was430

not among our pre-registered hypotheses so we warn caution431

in overinterpreting this finding. Future studies should attempt432

a replication.433

Our findings also suggest the importance of diversity in on-434

line settings characterized by large collectives. Given the dif-435

ficulty and domain specificity of the questions in our experi-436

ment, increasing diversity may have increased the chance that437

at least one of the participants in a group could, for exam-438

ple, recall what a Loya Jirga is and make an informed guess.439

This effect would be more pronounced in a large group than440

a small group. To illustrate this, imagine asking a group of441

scientists this question: "Is Campephilus principalis likely to442

become an invasive species throughout Australia in the next443

20 years?". If we select a discipline at random, and then make444

large or small groups they would be unlikely to know what445

Campephilus principalis is and would guess Yes with some446

probability greater than zero. Now, if we compose groups of447

scientists randomly chosen across disciplines, a small group448

does not do much better than a group from a single disci-449

pline because the odds of containing an ornithologist remains450

low. However, the odds of stumbling upon an ornithologist451

increase with group-size and a finite number of academic dis-452

ciplines. If there happens to be an ornithologist, they can triv-453

ially identify the answer to this question as No (this species,454

also called Ivory-Billed Woodpeckers, is largely believed to455

be extinct). Similarly for political questions, imagine we456

have a set of questions from across a large range of coun-457

tries or cultures, all of which are obviously unlikely to any-458

one with domain-knowledge. Diversity would improve fore-459

casting in large, but not small groups, because large groups460

have an increased chance of containing an expert. Critically,461

because the probability of the events is low (Table 1), Brier462

error will be high in anyone without domain knowledge that463

assumes the events have closer to equal probability of oc-464

curring. Although this logic nicely explains the beneficial465

effect of diversity observed in large groups, it lacks explana-466

tory power in other respects. First, it does not explain why we467

observed a symmetrical effect in small groups instead of no468

effect at all (Figures 2b and 3b). Second, it does not explain469

why differences among groups largely emerged after the revi-470

sion and social stages rather than during stage one. Finally, it471

is unclear why performance variability remained similar be-472

tween large diverse and homogeneous groups, notwithstand-473

ing a supposedly different concentration of domain-experts474

(Figure 4). Thus, although these statistical considerations475

are certainly relevant, technological (individuals interacting476

with their search engines) and social (individuals interact-477

ing with each other) aspects are also an important part of the478

story. Importantly, alternative measures of diversity and more479

theory-driven profiling should be considered in the future to480

address these concerns. For the scope of our paper however,481

the specific implementation of group diversity was not as im-482

portant as its functional value in influencing information for-483

aging and error distributions in online groups. Characterizing484

measures of diversity is a research field in its own right. We485

recognize that our method is not perfect and caution should486

be used when trying to generalize our results.487

Investigating collective decisions under extreme conditions488

is highly informative. Many decisions faced by intelligence489
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analysts as well as normal people everyday are characterized490

by weak signal, uncertainty, time pressure or short collective491

attention, namely all conditions under which rational delib-492

eration is least effective (11, 12, 57). The specific forecast-493

ing problems asked in the task were a random subsample of494

forecasting problems that were selected by a national fore-495

casting tournament (Hybrid Forecasting Competition) to be a496

representative sample of geo-political forecasting. They re-497

quired domain knowledge that participants were unlikely to498

possess prior to online browsing. This feature also served499

a precise design purpose. The specificity of the forecasting500

problems ensured that group discussions were driven by the501

content that was collectively retrieved online rather than bi-502

ased by what participants knew in advance. Group members503

had only a short amount of time to forage for relevant online504

content. The ability of a group to collectively search relevant505

information in parallel was thus, arguably, more important506

than the ability of each individual to search any piece of in-507

formation thoroughly. Finally, another thing to notice is that508

most events did not occur (Table 1). This is not uncommon509

in forecasting. Rare events are often the most consequential510

and difficult to predict, as the covid-19 pandemic shows. Be-511

ing able to predict rare events resides at the heart of accurate512

forecasting (47, 58). In these circumstances, an unspecific513

bias towards deeming events unlikely to occur would gen-514

erally pay off, and generate few highly consequential mis-515

takes. To rule out the confound of an unspecific bias, we516

first ran a signal detection analysis that indicated that peo-517

ple did not show any initial bias toward uncritically deeming518

events as rare (Figure S9). Thus, it is unclear why an unspe-519

cific tendency toward answer low probability (confidently be-520

lieving the events were unlikely) would emerge from online521

browsing or social interaction. Social interaction is known to522

extremize initially held individual opinions, a phenomenon523

known in psychology as risky-shift (59). Thus, if anything524

one would expect social interaction in our experiment to pull525

initial predictions toward 0% and 100% symmetrically. In-526

stead, group discussions seemed to adjust initial predictions527

intentionally towards the correct response. Furthermore, the528

unspecific bias explanation does not account for the interac-529

tion between group diversity and group size observed. Man-530

ual labelling of chat conversations revealed that about half of531

people in each group had at least some knowledge about each532

topic, and conversations mainly revolved around evidence in533

favor or against each option. Although it is difficult to disen-534

tangle whether domain-specific knowledge was due to prior535

beliefs or online browsing, the former explanation is unlikely536

due to initial forecasts being distributed around chance (Fig-537

ure S9). For this reason we concluded that the observed ac-538

curacy improvement was more likely due to online browsing539

and group deliberation, rather than an unspecific bias towards540

reducing probability.541

In line with recent work in collective behavior, we find that542

when decision-makers are not independent group accuracy543

can benefit from a reduced group size and increased modu-544

larity (36, 39, 41, 42, 60). Research in social learning (61)545

has shown that group outcomes are affected by a complex546

interplay among several factors, including learning strate-547

gies, task complexity, modularity and network structure. The548

present study showed how two factors that independently re-549

duce correlated errors, namely diversity and modularity, can550

interact in unexpected ways (17, 35, 36). To characterize this551

novel interaction, we described information aggregation us-552

ing a range of exploratory analyses, such as within-group dis-553

agreement (Figure 4a), convergence speed to consensus fore-554

cast (Supplementary material §6) and performance variabil-555

ity among group members (Figure 4b). The latter is often a556

pre-requisite for good group performance in the literature on557

collective intelligence (51, 52, 62).558

Notwithstanding the value of these results, we would like to559

raise a word of caution. In particular, as specified in our pre-560

registration, we had no expectations on the direction of the561

interaction between diversity and group size before testing562

our model. Similarly, many analyses were exploratory in na-563

ture and cannot be used to draw final conclusions. Future564

studies will need to address whether the result can be repli-565

cated. Speculatively however, our results suggest that, given566

the difficulty in reducing homophily and self-assortativity in567

large online crowds, one might try instead to increase their568

modularity. Crucially, we stress the importance of address-569

ing this debate also on ethical grounds. Here, utilitarian and570

deontological approaches must be reconciled to inform prac-571

titioners and businesses (63).572
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